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Abstract A new thiomorpholine-functionalized nanopo-
rous mesopore Mobil Composition of Matter No. 41
(MCM-41), abbreviated as TMMCM-41, was synthesized
and applied as a sensing material in construction of a
cadmium carbon paste electrode. The electrode composi-
tion of 20.1%wt TMMCM-41, 54.0% graphite powder,
25.9% paraffin oil showed the stable potential response
to Cd2+ ions with the Nernstian slope of 28.6 mV
decade−1 (±1.8 mV decade−1) over a wide linear concen-
tration range of 10−6 to 10−2mol L−1 with a detection limit
of 6×10−7 mol L−1. The electrode has fast response time
and long-term stability (more than 4 months). The
proposed electrode was used to determine the concentra-
tion of cadmium in tap water contaminated by this metal
and cadmium electroplating waste water samples.
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Introduction

The importance of the silica-based materials is their
robustness and their high specific surface area (200–
1500 m2g−1) and a three-dimensional structure made of
highly open spaces interconnected to each other. These
properties cause the selection of a target analyte with a
large number of accessible binding sites, which is a key
factor in designing sensor devices with high sensitivity. The
silica surface can be modified with a large variety of
organic moieties or inorganic layers of defined reactivity. In
connection to electrochemistry, these properties could be
advantageously exploited in electroanalysis by inducing
high selectivity at the modified electrode [1].

The family of ordered mesoporous solids was first reported
in 1992 [2]. Afterward, they found wide applications in
electrochemistry, catalysis, separations, adsorption, coatings,
or microelectronics [3, 4]. Due to their great porosity and
uniform structure, access to the organofunctional groups
attached to the mesopore walls is easy [5–7] and cause fast
transport of the target analyte to the binding sites [8, 9].

Two synthetic methods have been reported to get
mesoporous silicas with organic surfaces: the first
method is the postsynthesis grafting of organofunctional
groups by silylation with the silanol moieties on the
silica surface [10] and the second route is a one-step sol–
gel process involving the hydrolysis and cocondensation
of a mixture of tetraalkyloxy silane and organotrialkoxy
silane [11, 12]. The second method offers some advan-
tages such as an easier control of the functionalization
level by adjusting the organosilane content in the starting
sol [13] and a more uniform distribution of the organic
groups in the mesopores, whereas the grafting process
which often resulted in higher contents of these groups at
the mesopore entrance [13–15].
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Organic–inorganic silica-based materials have been classi-
fied into two main categories whether their organic and
inorganic counterparts are linked together via either weak
(class Ι) or strong (class ΙΙ) interactions [16]. The latter is
especially attractive since it provides a wide range of materials
with tailor-made reactivity and long-term stability [17].
Therefore, they combine in a single material both properties
of an inorganic framework (rigidity, three-dimensional
structure, and mechanical stability) to the specific chemical
reactivity of the organic component [10, 12, 18].

Chemical modifiers are able to preconcentrate metallic
ions on the electrode surface by complexation or electro-
static attraction. This interaction lead to more sensitive
electroanalytical procedures with lower detection limit
values [19–21]. Dispersing materials into a conductive
carbon-based composite like carbon paste is another simple
way to use their properties in electrochemistry [19–21].

Various methods for the synthesis of electrochemical
surface having specific charge transfer properties have been
described in the literature [22, 23]. Among the techniques
of incorporating electroactive species on modified sub-
strates; in this work, thiomorpholine loading over MCM-41
mesoporous silica produces an electroactive substrate.

Carbon paste electrode (CPE) is one of the suitable
conductive matrixes to set up a chemically modified electrode
(CME) by simplemixing of graphite/binder paste andmodifier.
These kinds of electrodes are inexpensive and possess many
advantages such as easy fabrication and rapid renewal [24].

Cadmium, one of the 25 hazardous substances [25], is
also listed by the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) among the 129 priority pollutants [26, 27]. Most of
the cadmium in inner-city soils and waters come from
landfills. Landfills contain waste lead, cadmium, and
copper from industrial activities. Thus, cadmium can be
absorbed by humans in small amounts from food, water,
and air and causes kidney and bone-marrow diseases and
emphysema [28, 29]. There is some evidence relating
cadmium exposure to prostate cancer in men and animal
studies [30]. An accumulation of cadmium in many tissues
and a particularly long half-life, 10–30 years, has been
reported for muscles, kidneys, and liver [31].

Development of selective chemical sensors has received
widespread attention during the past three decades because
of their possibility use in clinical and environmental
monitoring as they provide a rapid, accurate, and low-cost
method of analysis [32–36]. The operation mechanism of
chemically modified carbon paste electrodes depends on the
properties of the modifier which is used for selectivity
towards the target species [37].

In this article, the construction of a selective sensor, a
carbon paste electrode, modified with silica-based organic–
inorganic hybrid materials containing thiol groups cova-
lently attached to the solid framework via a propyl chain.

The proposed electrode was used to determine the
concentration of cadmium in tap water contaminated by
this metal and cadmium electroplating waste water samples.

Experimental part

Reagents

Toluene, 3-(triethoxysilyl)-1-iodopropane, and thiomorpho-
line were purchased from Merck. MCM-41 was synthesized
as followed. All chemicals were used as received.

Preparation of functionalized mesoporous substrate
(TM-MCM)

MCM-41 was prepared according to a synthetic procedure
previously established [38, 39]. Clear gel containing fumed
silica and sodium silicate is slowly added to a clear CTMAB
solution with stirring at room temperature. The resulting gel is
transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave and maintained for
24 h at 130°C. The resulting powder is filtered, washed with
distilled water, and dried in air. As-synthesized MCM-41
(4.0 g) was stirred in 100 mL dry toluene solution containing
13 mL 3-(triethoxysilyl)-1-iodopropane under argon atmo-
sphere. After 24 h reflux, the solid was filtered and washed
with dry toluene. The filtered sample was dried and added to
80 mL dry toluene; then, 2.8 mL thiomorpholine was added to
this solution under argon atmosphere. The mixture was
refluxed for 24 h. After filtering, the solid was received, and
the residual reagents were removed through washing with dry
toluene (Fig. 1).

Characterization

The XRD pattern shows the well-defined mesostructure of
solid support with hexagonal symmetry. Nitrogen adsorp-
tion–desorption isotherm was obtained for mesoporous
substrate. In summary, the BET surface area of this material
is 688 m2g−1, and the BJH pore diameter is 2.8 nm.

From the termogeravimetric analysis of TMMCM-41
(Fig. 2), the amount of the thiomorpholine presence in the

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the synthesis of TMMCM-41
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material was calculated. It showed three distinct stages of
decomposition. The first, between 30°C and 150°C is related
to 3% adsorbed water, and the other ones, 150°C to 375°C
and 375°C to 700°C are assigned to decomposition of
aromatic ring, propyl group, and water from silanol group
condensation. Calculation based on this analysis showed
2.3 mmol of organic matter per gram MCM. This result is
adapted to elemental analysis data: C% 18.9, N% 3.5, S% 6.8.

Figure 3 shows MCM-41 alone, MCM-iodopropyl and
thiomorpholine derivative FTIR spectra, up to down, respec-
tively. The IR spectrum of MCM-41 before functionalization
(upper curve, Fig. 3) clearly shows an intense band at
1,069 cm−1 assigned to an asymmetric stretching of siloxane
groups and a broad signal (3,500–3000 cm−1) resulting from
hydrogen-bonded Si–OH groups. In the middle spectrum,

two peaks at 2,853 and 2,923 cm−1 are related to C–H
stretching in aliphatic hydrocarbon chain that demonstrates
the presence of iodopropyl groups on the surface.

Preparation of the chemically modified carbon paste
electrodes

The chemically modified carbon paste electrodes were
prepared by thoroughly mixing graphite powder, 25%wt.
paraffin oil and TMMCM-41 in proportions of 10.4, 14.9,
20.1, and 24.9 %wt., respectively. The electrode body was
fabricated from a glass tube of i.d. 5 mm and a height of
3 cm. After the mixture homogenization, the paste was
packed carefully into the tube tip to avoid possible air gaps
often enhancing the electrode resistance. A copper wire was
inserted into the opposite end to establish electrical contact.
The external electrode surface was smoothed with soft
paper. A new surface was produced by scraping out the old
surface and replacing the carbon paste.

Electrode conditioning

Fresh modified electrode surfaces were conditioned by
exposure to 1.0×10−4mol L−1 Cd(NO3)2. The electrodes
were then rinsed with deionized water for 30 s. Figure 4
shows the interaction of the TMMCM-41 with Cd2+ ions. A
kind of charge–dipole interaction occurs between the Cd2+

ions and heteroatoms (N and S) of the organic part of
TMMCM-41. In general, neutral complexing agents or neutral
ionophores have this type of interaction (charge–dipole).

EMF measurements

All potentials were measured on a Corning model 125 pH/
mV meter versus SCE. The pH of the sample solutions was
monitored simultaneously with a conventional glass pH
electrode. The electrochemical cell can be represented as
follows:

Ag,AgCl(s), KCl (3 mol L−1) || sample solution |
carbon paste electrode

Calibration graph was drawn by plotting the potential, E,
versus the logarithm of the cadmium ion concentration.

Fig. 2 Thermogeravimetric analysis of TMMCM-41

Fig. 3 Interaction of Cd2+ ion with TMMCM-41

Fig. 4 FTIR spectrum of MCM
(upper line), propyl functional-
ized MCM (middle line), TM-
MCM (lower line)
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Results and discussion

General consideration

Generally, in a galvanic cell, the electromotive force (EMF)
is calculated as follows [40]:

ECPE ¼ Ematrix þΣEJ þ $E ð1Þ

Where, Ematrix is the constant potential due to matrix
resistance, ΣEJ is the summation of the liquid junction
potentials, which can be kept reasonably small and constant
under well-defined conditions. ΔE is the potential differ-
ence between internal and external surfaces of the condi-
tioned electrode. In this study, ΔE of the electrode can be
divided into two separate potential contributions, the phase
boundary potentials at interface and the diffusion potential
within the ion-selective electrode. Diffusion potential is
negligible in most cases when the electrode is conditioned
in the target ion solution. Therefore:

$E ¼ EDiffusion þ EPB ¼ Econst þ EPB ð2Þ

EPB is the phase boundary potential at the CPE sample
interface which is ideally a function of the sample ion
activity according to the well-known Nernst equation:

ECPE ¼ E
0
const þ RT=zFð ÞlnaCd ð3Þ

Where, z is the valency and aCd the activity of the
uncomplexed Cd2+ ion and R, T, and F are the universal gas
constant, the absolute temperature, and the Faraday con-
stant, respectively.

Response characteristics of the CPEs and electrode
composition

The nanoporous silica used in the heavy-metal determina-
tion has been the subject of extensive research recently.
This work, to the best of our knowledge, is the first attempt
to apply modified TMMCM-41 for the selective cadmium
ion determination in the presence of other metal ions. In

preliminary experiments, we found that the carbon paste
electrodes, containing TMMCM-41, generated stable
potentials in the solutions with cadmium ions after con-
ditioning in a 1.0×10−4mol L−1 Cd(NO3)2 solution. The
electrode revealed selectivity for Cd2+ in comparison with
other common metal ions. This is likely due to the high
selectivity of the functionalized MCM-41 toward Cd2+ ions
with respect to the other metal ions as well as the rapid
exchange kinetics of the resulting complex. The presence of
both sulfur atoms, as soft coordination sites, with a more or
less convenient cavity size seems to generate a great affinity
between the ionophore and the Cd2+ ions.

The effect of the TMMCM-41 composition on the
potentiometric response of the electrodes was investigated
by varying the proportions of the ion carrier (TMMCM-41)
and the graphite powder. Table 1 presents the compositions
of several typical electrodes along with their response
characteristics. Based on the IUPAC recommendations [41],
the critical response characteristics of the designed elec-
trode were assessed. Table 1 shows the slopes, linear
ranges, and limit of detections (LODs) of the resulting
potentiometric calibration curves for the Cd2+ carbon paste
electrodes. Clearly, an increase at the TMMCM-41 level in
the CPE caused a slope increase of the calibration curve
(compare CPE2, CPE3, CPE4, and CPE5). As it can be
seen from Table 1, the TMMCM-41 modified electrode with
the graphite powder/paraffin oil/TMMCM-41 percentage
ratio of 54.0%/25.9%/20.1% was selected as the optimal
electrode ingredient composition. It exhibited a Nernstian
slope of 28.6 mV decade−1 in a wide Cd2+ ion concentration
range between 1.0×10−6 and 1.0×10−2 mol L−1. The
carbon paste electrode without modifier (CPE1) presented
a nonlinear potentiometric response, and it can be seen in
Table 1. From this table, it is observed that the slope was
very low (~9.1 mV decade−1) and the LOD for the CPE4
was equal to 6.0×10−7mol L−1. The LOD was calculated as
the cadmium ion concentration obtained when the linear
regions of the calibration graphs were extrapolated to the
baseline potentials [42].

Thus, the CPE4 carbon paste composition was used for
further studies. The optimum equilibration times for the
electrode in the presence of 1.0×10−4mol L−1 cadmium

Electrode Composition (%) Slope
(mV decade−1)

Linear range
(molL−1)

LOD
(molL−1)

TMMCM-41 Graphite powder Paraffin oil

CPE1 0 75.0 25.0 9.1(±1.8) – –

CPE2 10.4 63.5 26.1 24.9(±1.8) 10−4–10−2 6.1×10−5

CPE3 14.9 60.2 24.9 28.2(±1.6) 10−5–10−2 7.5×10−6

CPE4 20.1 54.0 25.9 28.6(±1.2) 10−6–10−2 6.0×10−7

CPE5 24.9 50.0 25.1 26.6(±1.4) 3.0×10−6–10−2 8.7×10−7

Table 1 Composition of carbon
paste electrodes and their po-
tentiometric response character-
istics of chemically modified
electrodes
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nitrate was 24 h; after this time period, the electrode
generated stable potentials in contact with the cadmium
solution. In the case of all the TMMCM-41-modified
electrodes, the standard deviations of ten replicate potential
measurements were ±1.2 (for CPE4). For the study of the
regeneration step effect on the reproducibility of the
electrode response, the electrode surface was scrubbed
and used under the same conditions.

Cleaning solution

By washing the electrode only with distilled water, more
than ten successive potentiometric measurements were
performed from 1.0×10−5 to 1.0×10−3 mol L−1 cadmium
solution and vice versa without any deterioration of the
potential signal (Fig. 5). The washing step, required for the
electrode to return to the starting potential after performing
calibration, was ~5 min with a standard deviation in the
potential of ±1.4 mV.

Response time

The response time of an ion-selective electrode is also an
important factor for any analytical application. In the case
of all electrodes, the average response time was defined as
the required time for the electrodes to reach a cell potential
of 90% of the final equilibrium values after successive
immersions in a series of solutions each having a ten-fold
concentration difference [43–47]. Figure 6a shows the static
response time of the sensor for 1.0×10−3 mol L−1 of Cd2+

ions. Results of the dynamic potential–time responses for

the mentioned electrode were obtained upon changing the
Cd2+ concentration from 1.0×10−6 to 1.0× 10−2mol L−1 (by
fast injection of microliter-amounts of a concentrated
solution). The results shown in Fig. 6b clearly indicate that
the potentiometric response time of the electrode was 20 s.

To evaluate the reversibility of the electrode, the
practical potential response of the modified electrode was

Fig. 5 Calibration curve of the Cd2+ CPE based on TMMCM-41
(CPE 4)

Fig. 6 Response time of the CPE based on TMMCM-41, on changing
Cd2+ concentration a static response time for 1.0×10−3mol L−1 of Cd2+

ion; b dynamic response time from 1.0×10−6 to 1.0×10−2mol L−1; c
response time of the proposed sensor for several high-to-low sample
cycles
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recorded by changing solutions with different Er(III)
concentrations from 1.0×10−3 to 1.0×10−4mol L−1. The
measurements were performed from the highest concentra-
tion to the lowest, and the results are shown in Fig. 6c. The
potentiometric response of the sensor was reversible and
had no memory effect, although the time needed to reach
equilibrium was longer than that when the solution
sequence was reversed.

pH effect of the test solution

The potentiometric response of the membrane electrodes,
based on the TMMCM-41, was found to be sensitive to the
pH changes. Figure 7 shows a typical pH response curve
for the freshly prepared CPE4, over a pH range of 3.0–10.5,
where the pH was adjusted with dilute nitric acid and

sodium hydroxide solutions. When the same membrane
electrode was conditioned in 1.0×10−4mol L−1 Cd(NO3)2
(for~12 h), the electrode response was hardly affected by
the pH change from 4.0 up to 8.0, implying that this
electrode could be used to measure many environmental
and industrial water samples without pH adjustment.
However, outside this range, the electrode responses
changed significantly. The decreased response at pH<4
seemed ascribable to the competitive binding of protons (or
hydrated protons) to the ligands on the electrode surface.
The diminished potential at pH>8.0 was due to some
cadmium hydroxide formation in the sample solutions. In
this pH range, neither the precipitation of the metal
hydroxide nor the protonation of the thiol group was
expected [48, 49].

Interference studies

The potentiometric selectivity coefficients, describing the
preference of the suggested electrode for an interfering ion,
X, with reference to the cadmium ion, Cd2+, were deter-
mined by the matched potential method (MPM). The MPM
is recommended by IUPAC [39, 49] to overcome the
difficulties associated with the methods based on the
Nicolsky–Eisenman equation [50].

According to this method, the specified activity (con-
centration) of the primary ion is added to a reference
solution (1.0×10−5 mol L−1 cadmium nitrate, in this case)
and the potential is measured. In a separation experiment,
interfering ions (X) are successively added to an identical

Table 2 Potentiometric selectivity coefficient, KMPM
Cd;X , for Cd2+ CPE

(electrode CPE4) obtained by using the matched potential method (con-
centration of the reference solution of Cd2+ ion was 1.0×10−6mol L−1 and
the concentration of interfering ions was between 1×10−4 to 1.0 mol L−1;
the pH of the all solutions adjusted to 4.6 with acetate buffer)

Interfering ion, X logKMPM
Cd;X Interfering ion, X logKMPM

Cd;X

Cr3+ −3.0 Fe3+ −5.7
Mg2+ −2.8 Zn2+ −2.3
Ni+ −3.9 K+ −4.6
Co2+ −3.2 Ca2+ −5.3
Pb2+ −2.9 Ba2+ −3.2
Mn2+ −3.2 Sr2+ −2.9
Na+ −3.5 Cu2+ −5.0
Ag+ −2.9 Hg2+ −3.8

Fig. 7 pH effect on the potential responses of the Cd2+ CPE (CPE 4)
based on TMMCM-41 on test solution of the Cd2+ ion (1.0×10−2 mol L−1)

Table 3 Results of the cadmium recovery experiment in tap water by
proposed electrode (CPE 4)

Sample Added
cadmium
(μgmL−1)

Found
cadmium
(μgmL−1)

%Recovery=found/added×100

Tap water 1.124 1.056 (±1.8) 94.0

5.62 5.35 (±1.1) 95.2

13.50 13.07 (±1.0) 96.8

22.48 22.09 (±2.2) 98.3

Table 4 Cadmium electroplating waste water sample analysis by
using proposed cadmium sensor (CPE 4) and ICP-AES

Samples The proposed
sensora (μgmL−1)

ICP-AESa

(μgmL−1)
Relative
error (%)

Sample 1 4.73±0.34 4.56±0.23 3.72

Sample 2 5.10±0.42 4.90±0.33 4.08

Sample 3 4.0±0.27 3.87±0.30 3.35

a The results are based on triplicate measurements
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reference solution until the measured potential matched that
obtained before the addition of the primary ions. The matched
potential method selectivity coefficient, KMPM

Cd;X is then given
by the resulting primary ion to the interfering ion activity
(concentration) ratio, KMPM

Cd;X ¼ $aCd=aX [51–56]. The result-
ing values for the cadmium ion-selective electrode are listed
in Table 2. The selectivity sequence of the employed
thiomorpholine-functionalized MCM-41 for different inor-
ganic cations more or less obeys the order:

Zn2þ > Mg2þ > Pb2þ � Sr2þ > Cr3þ > Co2þ � Mn2þ

� Ba2þ > Naþ > Ni2þ � Kþ > Cu2þ > Ca2þ

> Fe3þ

Lifetime

The lifetime of the TMMCM-41-modified electrode was
studied by periodically recalibrating the potentiometric
response to Cd2+ ion in standard cadmium nitrate solutions.
After the conditioning step, the electrode repeatedly
calibrated three times during a period of one month; no
significant change in the performance of the electrode was
observed. This shows that the lifetime of the proposed
electrode was about 4 months.

Analytical application

To assess the applicability of proposed electrode in real
samples, an attempt was made to determine cadmium in tap
water. The analysis was performed by using the standard
addition technique. The results are given in Table 3. Good
recoveries were obtained in all samples.

The proposed sensor was also applied to determination
of the cadmium content of industrial cadmium electro-
plating wastewater samples. The obtained results are shown
in Table 4. As it can be seen from Table 4, there is a
satisfactory agreement between the results of this sensor
and those with inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP-AES) analysis. Thus, the recommended
sensor could be successfully used in the environmental
monitoring of cadmium ions.

Conclusion

The results of this study show that the potentiometric
method using TMMCM-41 doped in carbon paste electrode
provides an attractive alternative for the determination of
Cd2+ ion. The electrode exhibited linear response over a
wide concentration range with a Nernstian slope, fast
response time, selective to cadmium, and is easy to prepare.

Another unique feature of the present sensor for cadmium is
its good long-term stability (more than 4 months).
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